Abstract: Pattern recognition is an important technique in image processing which is used to identify a particular portion from an image based on various optimization algorithmic extraction methods. This extraction phase includes detecting, matching, converging and grouping which is based on input data and its key features. Here we are using artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) for optimizing the required output, because it is a best global optimization technique. Based on observations in real fish: prey, follow and swarm process, here a virtual fish swarm process is designed and it is applied to the process of extraction. By means of adjusting the other parameters and keeping the constants such as visual and step we will achieve the desired optimized output. A convex optimization theory also included along with this for ideal optimization.
INTRODUCTION
The growth of interest and finding the optimum solution for the researches in image processing pattern recognition in the field of radar, text and image classifications, audio and video signal recognition is increased. Day by day the techniques are also developed. But even though the answers are find out for the questions, a new challenging task will arise as a new challenge that leads to another innovation in image processing. Here this pattern recognition is also like the same, until the best optimum solution finds out for the task, else it will be continued and new algorithms and techniques will be developed by researches surely. Based on the key features if the input data are classified are simply given as the technical name pattern recognition. By the practical application it is of two methods as supervised and unsupervised method.
The supervised and unsupervised methods differ from each other based on the environment and input data. First one works on the basis of predefined data which is trained already and second one works by identifying the objects and that is considered as input. It provides the recognition efficiency as almost 85percent using various algorithms and techniques such as K-means clustering, Gaussian mixture models, Hidden Markov models, the supervised model very useful in face detection and object classification and detections and character recognitions. The simple process diagram of pattern recognition is shown in figure1.The pattern is pre-processed for removing noise and then in feature extraction a set of the values are obtained by means of correct suitable technique and then the classification is performed. A good knowledge in statistical and analytical is essential in classification process. In general it is a simple process but in practice the feature extraction is an important thing because the main features which we going to take is considered as the input for next state analysis. So that the better the data extraction better outcome will come.
To solve the pattern recognition problems discriminant and syntactic approach is used generally. In this discriminant is a decision based approach and it has a set of data of present and feature vectors and the other is based on structural (pattern Structures). Each has sub patterns or primitive patterns. There are various methods available in classification and recognition such as shape based retrieval which is simple and quick works based on computable values a tag is placed and the matching process takes place with the predefined set of datas. Time varying performance is poor and that is the disadvantage in it. Next the trade mark retrieval has a drawback of incompatibility in performing of images with colors and patterns or textures and performance per is about 50percent for color images. Fuzzy KNN is used in the Blind image deconvolution. In this degraded images can be retrieved in this as advantage but the disadvantage is it will produce a best result only if the robust estimate of image given to the fuzzy set. Likewise many techniques available with pros and cons that computational complexity, scale invariant feature transform, large data set and so on and in the pre-processing stage the data which is acquired as input through the acquisition devices is obtained and the processing started from the basic values and provides a set of values and this data set is considered as input for the feature extraction.
Based on the random values an extraction process starts by combining the nearby areas and joining together and this provides a new set of values. Initially it is a random value but now changed into a set of features that we are extracted. During the classification process the set of data are started to process again and again as iterations until the final computed output. This computed output is considered as input again and the procedure repeats for the new set of data and this continues as a chain and the data is train data set and test data set. The main factors to be considered in to an account in recognition of patterns is how much effectively this set process provide a output for multi set of inputs.
The algorithm for this feature extraction and classification is artificial fish swarm algorithm and it has the greater advantage of inherent parallelism and very stochastic, well adaptive for local and global process and a good positive feedback is used in this and this provides a maximum yield of required data which we are expecting from the previous algorithms. General swarm algorithm was introduced by Kennedy&Eberhart in 1995.They were very much inspired by birds and fish and not the human beings. This swarm gives an idea based intelligence algorithm which is non deterministic and works based on population or the total strength of the objects. The algorithm is looks like same as genetic algorithm with small changes and the computation is better easy and fast compared to genetic. The swarm is a process of doing a complex task in constant and rapidly changing environment without any external help. The process must be takes place with full coordination with self-disciplined. This can be achieved only by means of individuals because once the individual task performed without change in all environments then each individual repeats the same and the process is achieved.
A natural model is available for them to solve this kind task oriented problems which they are faced by using that natural model the problem is solved and an algorithm is developed. Consider a set of particles as swarm "l" and the velocity and position of the particle (potential solution) is taken as "Psi" and "Vsi". In 2002 Li et al proposed an algorithm based random optimization for fish behaviors which are swarm. The four main activities is considered in iteration process is prey, swarm, follow, and random. Each gives different solutions. Prey is the essential thing which move from one place to another where the maximum nutrient is present likewise if an artificial fish (AF) is considered.
Figure 1. Pattern Recognition Process-theoretical Approach Demonstration
Now the swarm explains that the movement of the fish in the more populated area and even it is more populated the fishes make a coordination algorithm to convey messages and provide directions. Like the same the AF swarm process makes a communication with nearby fishes until it reaches the virtual space which is apart. This too and far movements of AF is considered and if the swarm process not happened in the group it must remain in the preying state. The rand step will provide a value randomly between 1 and 0 and this is easy to compute this value into binary case as the follows.
(1) Consider the new or substitute location for AF and the new location are taken as Ui and the approximate count of AF is taken as N. The minimized mathematical representation is given as the follows.
(2) Where: is the energy spend based on acceleration of AF in finding the new location for the mass of total strength of population.
is the facility cost at new location i = 1 if new location is suitable for prey and swarm, 0 otherwise; = 1 if location is free accesses to all population and for new ones at location i, 0 otherwise.
In this case of and the partial outcomes are not suitable only if true condition is considered into account. For the problems in new locations several methods are adaptable and some popular approaches are dual approach, prime dual approach, b and b approach, which include the neighborhood search algorithm, Diff Evolution algorithm, PSO algorithm which can be demonstrated as the figure two.
Figure 2. Procedures of the Optimization Steps
For global and local searches the algorithm produces better optimized results but compared to both searches the global acts better. So for large values and different positions the better fitness is likely to be determined. In case of small values the algorithm must be accurate but this process is slow Based on the above facts, in order to attain best results, larger initial values for visual and step must be selected and then it is gradually reduced when the execution of the algorithm. This results the fish move towards to the position which is considered as new location as fast and are more capable of local optimums. Upon using global optimum, artificial fish can accurately investigate the environment by smaller visual and step. By balancing between global search and local search the values of step and visual can be controlled, a parameter is proposed here is Distributed Weight (DW). 
THE PROPOSED MODEL
The usage of blurred images, colour and patterned images will be produces with minimum percent of efficiency in previous algorithms. But in image processing the patterns must be identified clearly and if the extracted feature is converted into another image then it must be the replica of the actual input. This condition is not met by the algorithms which stated in section I. The proposed fish swarm algorithm has the wide flexibility in usage of different types of inputs and the output percentage is much greater than the previous algorithms. Here the behaviour of the fish is selected with probability distribution. Since the location identification is based on this probability and distribution is analysed for the total strength of fish displacement from one place to another place. The present location of the fish at a particular points . The location is identified based on producing random values which generated, total mass of the fishes, and search for new places locally, initialization of population.
The standard process includes the crowd and step factor, contraction coefficient parameter, follow and prey behaviour. In the prey behaviour the individual independent movements is considered from one place to other place. If AF of l is moved to new location the following actions must be takes place.
If the new position is identified based on random distribution then an observation process starts for the stability (5) If the stability of position is better than the present position and the new position is updated.
(6) The above steps is repeated many number of times and it is frequently updated. AF changed as an increased percentage in terms of distance between the present position and new position for every displacement. If the better place is not identified after performing the above steps it move with a random step. In all possible iteration the swarm changes its place from previous to present position. To follow the behavior of AF forward movement for one step is given as the follows. (7) Position of AF i follows the best . So that the AF i moves randomly and this follow behavior results in increased convergence rate. The interaction behavior between them is done globally. The Euclidean distance is calculated among all the fish for detecting neighbors distance. For effective improvement in convergence rate the possibility of reducing the computational load must be done in all cases.
The center which is obtained previously is calculated based on the intra cluster. The function is the minimum and it is given as (8) Where the new cost facility is essential for identification of minimum requirements with acceleration constants and the general value for acceleration constant is not more than 4 and the illustration is shown in the figure three. The implementation of algorithm as follows: 1) Initialize the population size and generate variable individual random values based on parameters like step and movement of fish based on continues trails. 2) Compare the stability factor and strength of individuals and the optimal state is obtained. 3) By selecting the better strategy policy for swarm and follow process based on the state obtained in step2. 4) For every process the location is keep on increased or decreased until the next location is changed. 5) When new location is identified and it is compared to present location and once the optimal points is crossed then go to the new place or else the step 3 is repeated. The parameters are ρ_(2,) ρ_(3,…) ρ_n for L_l=Rand int(ρ_n L) Select the random points u^t,t=1,2,….L_l for t=1 to L_l the set z_n=u^t,Z_m=z(p^i,q^j ) by computing the swarm with integer values L_swarm=int(ρ_4 L) if L_swarm>0 then for i=1 to L_swarm Perform the swarm move and create a suitable connection the set Z_α=z(p_α^i ,q_α^j if Z_α< Z_m then replace the corresponding position into new once from the function value.
EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATION
The simulation of this process is done in Matlab environment for a large set of medical images to identify the tumor pattern in magnetic resonance image. Initially the tumor portion is extracted from the image using artificial fish swarm algorithm. The clear image of the tumor is seen and it is separated. In this the image convergence rate and processing time and error factors are calculated and compared for different iterations. The high precision and return indicates that the clustered are correctly processed for all the states which present as positive. This indicates the proportion for fitness based on iterations and it is shown in figure 5 . It represents the comparison of both the algorithms. The graph show in figure depicts the variation of the fitness function against the distributed weights. It could be seen that the graph follows an exponentially decreasing curve with the objective of obtaining convergence taken as the optimization problem. It could be seen that the proposed method outperforms the conventional KNN method and has a relatively fast convergence resulting in optimality. The image convergence rate and processing time and error factors extracted features include mean, variance, standard deviation, area of segmented region, min and maximum pixel values. The recorded values are tabulated in table 1. The proposed work has less error percent factor compared to others methods and it is shown in figure 6. It could be seen that the best convergence ratio and less processing time for this proposed work and the fitness function for proposed work is shown in figure 7 . The optimized results for the proposed work with less computation time are shown in table 2. 
CONCLUSION
Applications using complex and large no of pattern, it is advisable to analyze each pattern in its own terms. The convergence rate and efficiency without error are obtained by selecting a suitable recognition system. Based on the requirements primitive patterns required pattern grammar is used. The availability of the algorithms and enough pre knowledge is required to recognize the pattern. The statistical approach includes many principles and fuzzy is suitable for most of the models. But the cons in the fuzzy can be overcome by AFSA. The main advantage in proposed method is the pattern recognition process produces output stage by stage even for the complex data set.
